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ABSTRACT

This Paper is divided into two main Parts, the
historical Part and a section on current trends and
applications. The historical section looks at the Period of
developent between 1964 and 1974. It Presents comonl:
accepted notions of that time regarding definitions
objectives, functioral reoui rements, and reasons for
successes or failures in implemertiri of computer svstems
for hospital information systems. The second Part of
the Paper looks at current trends and current applications
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Over the 10 sear Period from 1964 to 1974 a variety
of computer applications in medical care has been
developed within maanY US and European hospitals. In the
first half of 1973, there was riot vet in existence a

.. sinle completelv computerized hospital informatioi
system, although much Progress had been achieved in
utilizing the computer for mans -j inpatient and outpatiet
services. It was Predicted in the earls 70's that the

. 1980's would see every Patient and every doctor in an US
hospital having more than 200 beds directly interfacing a

- computer almost dailv.(COLL74). Indeed, with the sreat
reduction in hardware costs and the resultant
Proliferation of micros, this Prediction has been
surpassed. The advent of micros and micro networkirg,
time sharing enterprises, the minicomputer, and the
dramatic reduction in hardware costs, all coupled with the
sophisticated software Packages available today, have
resulte4d in this Prediction bein surpassed to the Point
of computer use in virtually all hospitals and a majority

"' of outpatient clinics.

DEFINITION OF HOSPITAL COMPUTER SYSTEM.

During this period of development, a very good
approach to development was taken. First of all, there
was a commoni, Senerallw accepted definition of a hospital
computer system. It was " a system that utilized
electronic data Processin and communications eouipment to
Provide on line Processing with real time responses for

*- Patient data within the hospital and its outpatient
-. department including ancillary services (laboratory,

Pharmacy, x-ray, etc.) (coll74). Administrative computer
systems, handl inS admissions, bed census, menu Plannins,
Patient schedules for ancillary services, and finances,
were conceived of as subsystems to the hospital computer
system(HCS), Similarly laboratory computer systems,
x -ray, Pharmacy, and the like were looked at in a similar
light,

This earls thinkin was verb sound as far as it went,
but the HCS definition was somewhat narrow in scope, as

will be seen later. Commensurate with this accepted
definition there evolved an accepted list of objectives
for HCS's. Thev were' (COLL74 et al)

OBJECTIVES FOR THE HCS

1. Improved uualit3y, ouantitv, utilitY, and speed of

medical data communication while at the same time
SO curtainrins costs.

-1%
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Page 2

2. Communicate individual Patient data from the
Professiornas Providing medical care (doctors, nurses,

technicians) into the computer medical record arid then to
other Professions (dietician for ex.ample) arid hospital
service departments (ancillarv services).

3. Commu icate Patient data from subsystem
components (eg automated multiphasic screening laboratorv
01 intensive care unit) in'to the Patient's computer
medical care record.

4. Communicate between clinical services (ie nursing

stations) and ancillary services (eg ECG or radiology).

5. Establish scheduling arid book ir i files and

communicate such infornation for Patients, Personnel, and
medical care services.

6. Establish a data base for administrative and

business functions.

7. Establish a medical data base which can support

clinical and health services re'search.

8. Assist in the teachirng of medical staff and

medical students in the health education of the law

Public.

9. Provide data necessari for Projection of health

care needs and Planning for hospital and medical services,

not only for the hospital itself, but also for the
community,

Although these obvJectives were thought of as

'immediate', some have beer, more immediate than others, at

least in terms of the degree of sophistication, and degree

of use. The first 6 have Progressed the farthest, while
7,8, and 9 cart be found in various stages of developmnent
design, and implementation. The first 6 are designed arid
implemented in a varietv of schemes in manY facilities

throughout the US and Europe (SHAN79).

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE HCS

Commensurate with a definition of a HCS and its

desired objectives several functional reauiremenits were
identified and commonlv accepted. Thew were:(COLL74)

1. Provide data oualitw control Programs ard
Procedures to reduce

e r ror .s of patient identification arid m inini ze

" instrumental arid human errors throughout all HCS

subsystems. It must be able to Provide more complete data

.
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and/or more selective data for each user's needs,
increasing the utilitv and legibilitj of printouts b
emlpowin human engineeringm factors. It should increase
the speed of communiication, of data between data sources
and data users.

2. For each Patient, on a continuous 24 hor a da,4
basis, capture at the source, on line if necessary, all
inpatient and ourtPatierit service data, arid store in the
Patient computer record the followir, essential
information't(a) selected history, physical examination,
and Progress report data which is auartitated or
susceptible to some standardization of termi nolo and
formattirng of irput; but the svstem must be capable of
hardlirng ratural larguage as necessary; (b) all
diagrioses;(c) all diagnostic interpretations from x-ravy,
ECG, EEG, Pathology, and other Physician reported
examinations; (d) doctors' orders; (e) all Procedures,
including operations, deliveries, etc; (f) all clinical
lab test results; (9) essential summarized Patient
moritoring data from intensive care areas; (h) all drugs
admisistered in the hospital and dispensed in the
outpatient Pharmacies; and (i) ancillary services
Provided to Patients (ie services supporting the healing
or diagnosis Process).

3. To Provide arv appropriate Part or all of this
data, on demand and when necessary, in the form of
Printouts or visual displays to (I) the physiciars for
Patient care, and (2) the administrative and business
offices for Patient accounts, statistics, etc.

4. To Provide admisistrative communicative functions
such as (1) schedulirng of Patients and Procedures,
ircluding outpatient appointments and registration;
hospital admissions, bed census, and schedulirng for
ancillary services; (2) to Provide schedulirg and control
-functions for Personnel, supplies, and eauipment,
including hospital staffing, inventory control, menu
planning, automated ecauipment ,ualitv control, etc; (3)
to Provide message switching functions to multiple

., departments( eg lab test orders to and from nursing
station to lab, to medical chart roomy and to computer
center) and (4) to Provide business functions including

Posting of changes, billing, Payroll, etc.

5. To Provide a data base for (1) investigators
needing both Patient arid statistical files for clinical,
epidemiological, and health services research; (2)
admisistrators for hospital services evaluation,
simulation, Projection, and Plannirn; and (3) medical
education,

,-.
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6. To satisfy confidentiality, security, arid lega1
reaui rements

As we carn see, the earlv thinking in this area had
some ver,3 good forethought and covered a wide rane of
considerations, mard of which are conducive to currert
capabilities of svstems analvsis and data base managemermt
sy stems, In addition, to a definition, objectives, and
functional renuirements of a HCS, much consideration was

iver to Personnel, eauiPment and software, system
reliability and backup, ant utility.

PERSONNEL NEEDS

The highlv specialized nature of data processir.g was

recogrized and assigned appropriate significance. Clearl:i
this is seen in the amount of consideration given to
identification of ke; Personnel functional descriptions
within the HCS support staff.

One of the first Positions to be considered in ary
such operation was the 'Project chief', responsible for
overall development, corntrol, etc.

In these earlv gears of development, there was an
InordInate amournt of emphasis that kev Personnel have an
in depth knowledge of the medical field so that thev mai
maximize the effectiveness of thier Positions, For
e:<ample, a common conception of a Project chief would be a
Person highly Qualified in medicine and engineering or
computer science. A "Phvsician-enineer' as it were,
would be a MD trained ir engineerin, biophysics, or
computers.(COLL74) It is gererallv recognized todaw that
computer science is a Profession in its own right, arid kev
Positions in the field do not reouire experience or
training(irn applications to be automated) to effectively
fill those Positions.

Further e>xamples of tis are seen in descriptins of
svstems supervisors and informatiion engineers who should
have a background in the life sciences. Further, a
reouirement is identified for medical sjstems analysts,
who should be trained in analvsis of medical subsystems.
Finallw, applications Programmers ideally would come from
within the orgairization . It was highlv desirable to tiain
Pharmacists, lab technicians nurses, and Physicians to
function as Programmers or to work closeli with the
Programmers in their Particular applications.(COLL74)

Although there is r'iothin wrong with wanting those
aualities in DIP staff, it is highlv unlikely that it could
be achieved todag to arv appreciable degree. Indeed, marty
of the Professions indicated, namely pharmacists,
Phsicians, aid nurses, could not be bothered with such

.".'....
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detail irnterf'eringY with their Primary= functions. Thisr 2 ,
mluch as aroythiniy has inifluenced Lhe systems analysis
approach where riP Personnel interview hospital Personnel
to get specifications for design of systems. Again,9 uat a
processing~ i s recogniized a s a disting~uished professionr

-- that has, come of its own,7 arnd is completely capable of
Providings service when called upon to do so,

The orientation arnid t ra i ri o igaf P ers o nnrel1 waS
addressed early, and addressed effectively. For e .fanpler
it was recogniized that Procedures previously handled on an
iifo rmal basis would now reouire formal. definition, T hisii
had to be idenitified in the analysis Phase of systems
develIo Pmenit . Much emphasis on meetings arid discussion.
between rip staff arid departmienit representatives at all1

* levels was seen as essential to the successful development
arid imrplementatiori of sy stems, Of courser riot always was
this recogized as important. As with any other
P ro0fe S SioUnal1 endeavor, [i u1c h was l earTn ed in1-
hiridsight(SOHN79 et al)

DATA MANAGEMENT FOR THE HCS

The need for a data base marimagemenit system was
identified arid functionally def ined lorng before DBrMS's
were commercially available. It was determined that small
collections of P at ient data f rom subsystem compoieritsv
(sbytm to the HCS) ie blood baniks, laboratories, bed
cyersvs, Y t, would rnever staisfyj the reaui remerits of
clinical services or management. Collections of this data
into wreraigful summaries arid reports had been carried out

.'in much detail by manual means for many years.* It was
seen as vital to clinic services arid administrators that
it be coritinrued arid imnp roved.

A cc o r d inr9l, to satisfy handling M anv fo0rmllS of
medical information for many visits through time, it
became necessary to have an integrated, variable length,
variable format, computer stored medical record. It was
deemed necessary to store data i n a structure which
Permits retrieval of all or ariy specified Portion of an,
individual Patient record in (1) time oriented seckuerice,
irn chronological order by Patient visit; or (2) source
oriented secuericep by servicesy and/or (3) patient
medical-problem oriented senuerice# Additionallyp
m an a ge ae it needed m o t hly 1 cuaarterly arid a rinnualI
statistical summaries in a variety of formats,(COLL74 et
a 1)

HARDiWARE NEEDS FOR THE HCS
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During this Period of time, the micro computer was.
n ot vet a marketable reality, Therefore the concepts of
hardware support and configurations were rather limited,
in comparison to today's capabilities in small machine
Processing Power and advances in true networkir'A
capabilities.

With the data base reouirements defined as thee were,
4 the most commonlv accepted hardware configuration was to

use a mainfvamie with large core memorv and Processin
Power as the core of the HCS, and a mir,icomputer to
integrate HCS subsystem modules. Because HCS's had as a
basic reauirement high reliability on a 24 hour a dav
basis, sufficient redundancy of eouiPment was recessarv to
insure this capability. Additionally, storage devices
needed to be of sufficient size and speed to support or,
line acceptable rssPonse times from a large and varied
data base. Two levels of storage devices were seen as
renuired for the data base itself: (1) mass direct access
devices, with less than one second random access time to
any active, medical file for all Personnel authorized to
use the HCS, and (2) tape devices for archival storage of
inactive files, backup, and batch Processin.(COLL74 et
al)

The orl3 other Peripheral devices considered were
terminals and dedicated minicomputers. The mainframe had
to have the capabilitv to handle a large number of
terminals on line, so that Patient visits, ancillary
services transactions, etc couIld be entered as thev
occured. Depending on the nature of the transaction, some
response times would have to be slower that others. For
example, on line monitoring of Patients in intensive care
units would have a high Priority response time in
comparison to, say, a pharmacy transaction.

Minicomputers were seen as handlirg Peripherals,
storing displav formats, laboratorv auality control
Processin, and 'high densitv data generators' for
applications like intensive care units and ouality control
monitorirng of large automated chemical analyzers. The
idea here was a hardware configuration which would model
the or~air, zation of the operation in a functional sense.
The mainframe would handle the bulk of the routine Patient
care and admisistrative functions, while specialized
mini's would support subdivisions of the hospital like
ancillary services, special clinics with high volumes of
data, etc. Thev also would manage the 50 to 100 terminals
visioned as necessarY in a 200 to 300 bede facility,.
(COLL74)

There were man other considerations given to
S computer support in medical facilities. Software

renuirements, svstems reliability, cost guidelines,
utilitV retuirements, controls on privacy and

-- . ** ** .* . * . .-.... .* * *
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confidentialit, cuality assurance of date, timing of
impeleme ntatin, schemes to implement integrated subsjstems
one at a time as monev allowed, etc. These reuiuirements
were Presented in as manY different wavs as there are
books on the subject. Amon. them, there were as man
successes as failures, which has served to improve the
success ration and decrease costs in more recent attempts

"-'* • to implement ard desisn systems. It is beneficial to
examine some of the common characteristics of systems
which succeeded, as well as those that failed.

REASONS FOR SUCCESS OR FAILURE

The reason most often cited for failure of HCS's
during this Period was a suboptimal mix of medical and
computer specialists(COLL74 et al). Generall, the
ProJect staffs were comprised of well motivated physicians
with little computer experience, coupled with computer and
svstems experts relativelv naive to the intricacies of the
overall medical Professiorn, The barrier to communication
between These two highly technical, complex Professions

MW Nled to the DP staff underestimating vast medical needs.
Primarily due to a lack of sufficient understanding of the
total environment ir detail, svstems developed fell
dreadfullv short of functional reauirements.

A second contributor to failure was a lack. of
financial long term commitment. This happened not as a
result of a reluctance by managemert to invest in svstems,
but in a gross underestimation of costs to implement and
sustain such complex, integrated subsystems. Several
Projects were terminated after 3 to 5 years of time and
several milliorn dollalrs were invested, only to have a
svstem still far from completion(COLL74).

Irtegration of subsystems was another Problem.
Several HCS Projects demonstrated great success irn
implementi, g subsystem components for administrative,
laboratory, bed census, Patient scheduling, or Pharmacv
operations for example. When the nex'. step was to
integreate these subsystems, suddenly serious
incompatibilities were seen between the various modules
and data files. The remedv was major reprogramming at
astronomical costs to achieve an integrated Patient file.
The usual response at this Point was to comprimise and
settle for these independent subsystems. Manual
Procedures then had to be developed to integrate an data
in a meaningful wa,(COLL74).

Many svstems failed because of unacceptable input
schemes. Phvsicians who were faced with kev board
terminals Just would niot accept such means for
communicating with the computer, and clerical tvpe
Personnel were called upon to support input. As a result,

'7 .%
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later efforts were directed toward touch wire or light Per
input, which were mlore acceptable to Physicians, Also,
alternative schemes to minimize direct Physician interface
for irput were introduced (SCHM79).

Essentially, an. analvtical approach to svstems
developmert, design, and implementation that is modeled
after successful schemes of Project development, with
emphasis or' avoiding the above mentioned shortcomir'gs,

.. will have much Potential for success.

There are two Philosophies that seem to Prevail to
develop a good svstem. (PRIE82) One is to get People on
the DP staff and development team who are dual
Professionals, having computer science as well as medical
krowledge, The realitv of this approach is that it is
exceedirgl. difficult and expensive to identifv that kind
of a Professional, Ir, light of the degree os
sophistication seen in structured analysis and structured
desigtn in more recent years, it makes an alternative
Philosophy for svstems development verv attractive.
Indeed, the failing mentioned above was not really due to
a lack of medical competercv on the DP staff, but to a
lack of in depth, detailed understanding of the svstem to
be automated. Achievement of that understandinr, along
with several other goals, is precisely what structured
svstems analvsis is all about.

Another goal of svstems analysis is to Ppresent a
realistic, long term Picture of a timetable of svstems
implementation along with associated costs. A detailed
Proposal must be Presented clearlv and completely, so that
management has ar' accurate idea of what is needed, and
what thev can reasonablv expect to invest totallv as well
as incrementally.

This commitment must be obtained earlv in the
Project, and for a large facility, 3 to 5 years to
complete a total svstem is not unreasonable, In reality,
because the medical field is so dynamic, it is rather

Mg naive to expect a swstem of this size to ever be completed
as originally specified, or to ever reach a static state.
Changes in Policies, medical standards of excellence,
laws, etc will forever influence the structure of ant
svstem so involved as an HCS.

Ari integrated, modular svstem is fundamental,
Because that is so, integration and compatibilitv of
subsvtems must be in the Plans from conception, Because

.. of the manv and varied sources of Potential input to a
complete Patient record, it is believed that the
imslementation of one common central data base of
integrated files is essential.(PRIE82) Small collections
of Patient data from subsystems on dedicated small
computers for the lab, blood bank, admissions, etc, have

- .. ..
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been demonstrated as fall ir n well short of functional
reouiremerts of HCS's, as previouslv indicated.

There are still man different opinions orm where to
beyin, in the implementation of modular subsystems, with
the ultimate goal of a fulls operational HCS. Probably, a
few schemes on the order o implementation will emerge as
most common, most successful, or least exPensive.

"' Although the environment of medical care arid
administration, of such an ervironment is highlV complex ,
technical, and fraught with variables, the tools and

heuristics of structured analvsis, design, and
implementation are Just as applicable to this environment
as ar,y other. Clearlv, the need for a highlv detailed
analysis of how things are done is essential. Hours arid
hours of interviewing users, middle and Jupper level
maragers, medical technicians, and nurses, as well as
Physicians, ancillary services technicians, and so on, are
critical to desig, success. This tvpe of analvsis is
fundamental to structured analvsis (DEMA79 et al).

CURRENT EXPANDED DEFINITION

In, anv endeavor, as Progress occurs terminologu
changes to reflect that progress. The evolution to HCS's
has not been immune to these transformations. An, example
is that HCS's are no longer referred to as such, but are
now called Management Information Svstems(MIS), a more
ieneral term given to a more gereral definition than that
of an HCS. A MIS carn be, and in realitv is, both manual
and automated, MIS generallv implies 'computer', but onlu
to the extent that the computer is one tool used in
achievir, a total MIS. (PRIE82)

Mary People conceive of a MIS as a data base with all
information in one area. This is certairlv a logically
desirable corcept in Principle, In fact, what is found is
several uriue and separate MIS's within a facility.
Although total integration is still a goal, it has vet to
be achieved to a great extent.

This more current thirking on the notion of a
hospital information system draws on previous
reauirements, but is broader, in that it sees a MIS as
extendirg beword the computer and serving a wide and
varied t.pe of user, at different levels in the maragemernt
system. (PRIE82)

MIS's cart Provide information to executives for
strategic Planning and decision making. It provides
supervisors and first level managers with a method for
structurirng Procedures to contain costs and minimize
Procedural turnaround time#(PRIE82 et al)
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As mentioned earlier, although total MIS irtegration
is still a e-oal, it is seern as more and more elusive

Primarily due to the impractical and unrealistic
constraints of cost, -timer and effort to develop. The
diversification and idiosyricracies of department needs
often make reduction of all data into one integrated data
base very difficult. However, in mans related areas such
as accountin or nursin,, significant inroads toward
integration are being made. (PRIE82)

This Portion of the Paper has Presented much of the
earls thinkin that went into developing functional
renuirements, objectives, and definitions of hospital
ir formation s3stess. Also there has been some comparison
and contrasting of these earls ideas with Present dav
Philosophy. This then serves as a demonstration of where
these sy.stems have been, and where they now hope to go.
The next Part of this Paper will discuss specifics about
current applications and applications under development.

CURRENT APPLICATIONS AND TRENDS

The relatively low cost and flexibiltv of

microcomputers has sretlv encouraged their wide use in
hospitals. The Air Force Medical Service is as
enthusiastic as the civilian sector in capitolizing on
these applications with the ultimate goal of a hospital
wide, integrated MIS. The USAF Regional Hospital
Sheppard, Sheppard AFB, TX has Placed micros in some kev
areas as Pilot applications for an eventual MIS. (HOSPS3,
July, "Budding Applications, P81)

CLINICAL LAB

calculating and evaluating aualitv control within the
clinical laboratory is an essential measure of the
credibility of the laboratory° this is traditionally a
laborious task, recuiring massive amounts of Paper storage
to support accreditation. The ouality control Program at
Sheppard calculates, evaluates, and stores all aiality
control data for the clinical isotopes section. Software
allows the hospital to accomplish this daily. The ssstem
has a tremendous enhancement over the traditional method
in that via a modem, Sheppard can link with the vendors
mainframe and immediately compare its ouality control data
with other hospitals doing similar Procedures with the
same methodologies and instruments. Identification of
trends allows the hospital to take immediate corrective

action.

Another area of growing interest is the use of
artificial intelligence for evaluation and report of
clinical lab results. Great Potential for direct benefit

a.
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of the oualitv of medical care is anticipated here. AL
Present three PTo rams are beini used at Sheppard, with

extensive development Plans for the near future.

One Program calculates arid reports Protein
electrophoresis for Patients records highlighting whether
results are within normal limits. Expansion Plans will
include a clinical interpolation. A second Program

calculates, clinicallY interprets, and reports a
dexamethasore suPression test for diagnosirng endogenous
depression. A third AI application that can evaluate and
clinically interpret coronary artery disease will have a
trial run soon. Besides realistically evaluating, the
Probability for developing coronarv arterv disease, the
Progran can educate as to the effects of smokingy, high
blood Pressure, family history, and fat intake.

Other applications at Sheppard in Planrnin or
development Phases are 1. inpatient Pharmac system to
track inpatients, Prescribed medications, and
administration regimens. 2. a medical training Program
to monitor Personnel trainirig currencY and Produce
reports, 3. a nualitv assurance Program for Plant
managemert Personnel to better monitor the ouality of
housekeeping services. 4. a Proggram for food service to
cost out food inventorv. 5. a Personnel management
Program to maintain a data base of assigned vs.
authorized Personnel and Produce reports.

PERSONNEL RECORDS

The Hospital Corportation of America(HCA) is Pilot
testing a distributed data Processing svstem for hospital
Personrnel record keeping that will Place stand alone
dedicated minis in individual departments. (HOSP83, July,
'Human Resources Management', P85)

The data Processing swstem, called the Personnel
distributed system, is expected to help hospitals examine
each department's role* This reexamination could lead to
a reallocation of functions arid tasks to take advantage of
available capabilities and Personnel in the hospital.

NURSE STAFFING

The Problem of nurse staffingo structure is indeed a
difficult one in hospitals. The goals are to maximize
care and Productivity with the minimum amount of staff.
Historically this need has been difficult to meet because
of the mans varialbles and little time to consider them.
Patients on a giver ward varv from hour to hour in their
care reauirements, while nurses available on a shift can't

A ..., !5 5 ...,.,,, .,* * ~ '~ * * ** . 5 **
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alwavs handle the load. The response to this is a float
-ool, mairtaired to make ad hoc adJustments to difficult

situations, which are little more than stopgap measures.
A Program called SNAP (simplified nursing allocation
Program) refines this response. (HOSF'83, July
Computerized Nurse Staffing P90).

SNAP calculates the amount of care Provided each
Patient in min utes of r ursin time. To do this, it
reouires a Patient classification svstem in time values.
Additionally, it matches nurses to Patients, sends hours
reports to the business office, and manages the float
Pool. SNAP helps ease the difficult task of continually
adJusting staffs to variable Patient loads. It is
accurate, timely and fair. Its reporting svste, helps

- .°minimize overstaffir,, understaffirg,, and interpersonal
Problems often generated under these conditions.

MEDICAL DEVICE DATABASE

The American Hospital ASsociation's (AHA) National

Data Network was expected to complete Pilot usage of its
Medical Device Database(MDD) in September and to be
available to 50 hospitals on a limited basis, before
operiirg up to an anticipated 1000 hospitals bv the vears
end#, MDD is desigred to Provide hospital Purchasirng
agents with immediate access to a spectrum of device and
Product information.(HOSPB3, Sept, 'Device Database

" Readied for Core Group Use* P58).

The MDD currentlv has information on 50,000 devices

4. and supply items from some 7000 vendors, Access is via
terminal and modem. Product information is stored at 3
levels. The first level includes all major Product

.... categories, eg forceps. The second level subdivides into

.' various tyPes, eg hemostatic forceps. The third level
information includes information on specific Products,
such as manufacturers, vendors, order numbers, order
ouantities, units of issue, and list Prices. It is online
24 hrs a day, with user charges computed hourly.

ANESTHESIOLOGY

There are mariy areas of health care delivery that
recuire freauent annotation to a record of a number of
varialbles, for both clinical and legal reasorns# The
intraoPerative anesthesiology record log is one of these
areas. The cualitw of this record can be critical, but it
maW be degraded by stresses on the anesthesiologist, or
entries mav be omitted or important changes overlooked
during Periods of boredom# The Crawford Lorg Anesthesia

Record Swstem (CrawLARS) offers a solution to these

Problemst(PMT84, P27).

- *,...*.,, -",. *,*..-
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CrawLARS acouires and Plots vital signs through
standard medical monitorin devices. The anesthetist

%: enters drug doses and other information via a keyboard.
CrawLARS gerne rates a compact, multicolor anesthesia
record .

The system consists of a HP 9826 micro, eight color
flatbed Plotter, data acauisition and control unit, four
channel Patient monitor, and automated sphvgmomanomete r$
Additional monitoring eouipment mav be added,

The entire system is on a Portable stand, to be moved
from room to room as needed.

Comletel automated data accuisition is available
for two direct pressures, indirect arterial pressure,
heart rate, and temperature. Automated vitals alone
markedly reduce anesthetist time devoted to record
keeping. The kegs on the keyboard have been relabeled to
streamline manual data entering. The techninue for drug
input is slightlv faster than Pen and rarer.

Clinical resronse to CrawLARS has been favorable.
Most anesthetists feel it is a significant improvement
over manual records keeping, The legibility of the record
is particularly well received. Color coding is seen as a
definite Plus. Automatically displayed rromrts helr free
the anesthetist from having to remember the details, so he
mav devote more time to direct Patient observation.

ARTIFICIAL PROSTHESIS

In another area' the computer is being used to design

computer Produced artificial Joints for hip replacements,
etc. At the Hospital for Special Surgeries(HSS) in NY
city a computer aided design and manufacturing system
(CAD/CAM) was develored which is revolutionizing custom
Joint rerlacemert.(HOSP84,Jan 1, P43),

The swstem, licensed to the orthopedic division of
Johnson and Johnson, in New Brunswich NJ, is accessed via
terminal. The Prosthesis selections software rackage
called CAPS should enable surgeons across the country to
design implants tailored to their Patients' needs.

The system has a data bank stocked with implant
designs. It car 'read' x-rays, via the surgeon's use of a
lighted screen and Pointer to enter Patients x-ray data.
The surgeon can then manipulate a suggested Prosthesis
image to create a fit within the limits of acceptable
desisn.

'4
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Ne.t, a "bluePrint" of the implant is encoded on
Paper tape and Passed to the computer assisted
manufacturing (CAM) Portion of the svstem. CAM is capable
of Producing a device in 75 minutes, which is a !reat
improvement over the 2 davs reauired bv a skilled
mac hi re i st.

Ten to fifteen Percent of Patients fitted with a
traditionally designed Prosthesis for the uaverage"
Patient results in a failure. Surgeons have beer, forced
to specifw implant Parameters verballv and bv sending
x-rais via mail. Most surgeons lack the expertise to
apporve complex blueprints. Now thev have an alternative.

CAD/CAM Produced Joints should wear lonriner and give
a better fit. Hospitals accessing this svstem will better
meet the needs of difficult or unusual cases. Some
Prostheses, like artificial knees, are costing as much as
$4500 to Produce. CAD/CAM will Produce one for less than
$3000. In the next three years, the svstem will be
accessed bj as manr, as 100 hospitals having major ortho
services#

ANESTHESIOLOGY

Various anesthetic agents, acting simply or ire

combination with other agents, are known, to increase the
likelihood of cardiac arrythmias. Unfortunatelv, during
surgeries, the anesthetist rarelv has time to studv these
as thev occur, and is only able to note them as thev occur
in fleeting moments on the Patient mor,itor(MEDI83, P131).
A microprocessor based arrythmia monitor/recorder svstem
has been developed to record those events. This svstem
will eventuallv compile enough data to provide two things:
(1) arrythmia trend Plots, and (2) a database of
arrythmias on which to evaluate detection algorithms.

This system, at the time of writing, had monitored 11
operations, totaling 20 hours, so that any conclusions
would be Premature. Initial tests have, however,
demonstrated the svstem to be reliable in recording events

when compared against the traditional means used to
capture such data. Some shortcomings are vet to be worked
out in building the database mentioned above.

PATIENT INTERVIEW

One of the most common criticisms of computers from
lawPeoPle is their impersonal nature ie a machine
communicating with a Person. At Beth Israel Hospital,
Boston, a Program designed to take a medical history from
Patients being seen in the ambulatorv care clinic is
Perceived as less threatering and intimidating tharn the

. \ ..'. . . .
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same tvpe of interview conducted bv Phsicians. With a
computer conducted interview, the Patient feels as if he
is in control(HOSP83, Aug 16, P59).

The Program's ouestiors and dialogue are designed to
give a Personal touch to the session. It asks for

Permission before calling the Patient bv his first nanie.
As auestions are asked, it goes back and restates and
summarizes answers to insure the correct data is taken.
Questions can be repeated or skipped, and the interview
Proceeds at the Patient's Pace. The entire Process takes
about 30 minutes, and is generall well received b4-

* Patients.

D IAGNOSES

In the area of aidin in makirg or cor, fi r mirg
diagnoses, the computer is besirrir,ng to be a valuable
tool. An experimental computer imasirg technioue under
development at NASA's cell image lab in Houston is

intended to aid in the earlv detection of stouamous cell
carcinoma. The kev to surviving lung cancer is earlv
detection. Undiagnosed, it can take 20 to 30, vears to
develop. The Problem is that it is verv difficult to
identify earlv, The computer carn help ir, this
area(HEAL83, pl).

The indicator mav be only a single cell, identified
in a sputum sample. In clinical trials, the svstem has
been given, a 90 Percent Plus accuracv score. The svstem
is slated for widespread use bv 1988, but arw hospital
havirng suitable graphics imaging hardware and software
could use the Procedure now. The computer 'viewsl a
digitized image and compares that against a known set of
characteristics. The test is safe, inexpensive, and

. . r non-invasive, cor,sisting of the Patient Providing a sputum
sample* The sample is Prepared on a slide to be viewed
under an on line microscope, with the image displav on a
monitor# The monitor enables editirng of extra cellular
debris, leaving a clean image to be stored on tape.

Since the human bodv can be reduced to a collection
of cells, the Potential applications for image analvsis
and diagnosis are virtuallv limitless.

VA SYSTEM

In addition to applications development for

Particular functions within a hospital, much effort is
still concentrated or, hospital wide systems development,
and the standardization of those systems. A recent
example is the Vetrerans Administration's acQuisitior, of

.* $62 million in hardware, including some 300 computers.
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This eouipment will be installed irm various facilities to
j.i.ilPlemerit svstems desi rned for exPansion, to i itiVll
support departments of medicine, surgerY, admission arid
dischargey , ~h a I', Ia cy x-r a, arid lab, There are s ix
relions of Jusridiction for the VA hospital system, and
each will have its own software development and support
branch.(HEAL83, December, P1).

Small facilities will have access to databases of
Patient Profiles, reouiring approximately 80 meg of disk.
storage, while larger facilities will be using 1200 nmeg
systems. The larguage, mandated bv VA as reauired to be

. used at all sites is MUMPS. This insistarice on a common
language is to foster Portabilitv of software between
facilities.

The MUMPS language was origirially developed by a
grouP of Physicians in 1967 at Massachusetts General
Hospital(HEAL83, Dec, P22). It is curreritly used bv over
4000 medical, commercial, and industrial installations.
It has mani attractive features. First of all, it was
developed with medical applications in mind, It has the
dual capability of functiring as a Programming larguage

*. . and a data base management system, and it is ANSI
standardized. It is distinguished bv file mariagemenit
techniues that reduce the amount of hardware reouirements

* typical of other laniguages# It also is shown to use a
lesser amount of code than other languages to Perform a
given task.. The level of user friendliness enables
"non-programmers' to write their own applications (HEAL83,
Dec, P22).

In Good Samaritan Hospital, Downers Grove, IL, a verv
extensive Patient care svstem is up and running. The
svstem supports registration, treatment, and admission
within minutes of a Patients arrival at the hospital.
Concurrently, nursing units, and ancillarv services are
alerted, based on doctors orders, arid a Patient record is
created or updated if he has been there Previously.
Information for several administrative departments is also
updated. Probablv one or, the single most significant

.-" advantages to this swstem is that everyone in the facility
has the same information on the Patient( ie everv record
has the same spellin of his namer same diagnosis, same
admission date etc) greatlv reducing conflicts in records.
This information is stored for later retrieval should the
Patient ever return.(HEAL84, Janr, P75).

NETWORKS

In addition to emphasis on developin applications
.971 within a facility and svstems to serve an entire facility,

there have been some recent developments in network
services to meet common needs of a group of community

e- "*,,
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hospitals, or on a nationwide basis. Several networks are
fnow Publically available which are Providin medical
bibliographies, textbook stvle data, and admisistrative
irformation.(HEAL84, Feb, P1).

A network correctirng 51 hospitals under the n ame
Association of University Affiliated F'rorams(AAUAF) is
linked and operatirg under the name MED/MAIL. United
Health Care Corp(UHCC) is a natirwide !roup of 15 regiornal
hospitals, Performirng a verv similar service to AAUAF.
These sistems are essentiallv electronic mail operations
used to share mutuall.y beneficial information. Electronic
bulletin boards are also !airing popularity. CompuServe
offeers a board service that carries messages and
correspondence through the medical field. Data bases are
bein, developed which will Provide references on specific
medical subjects. GTE's Socio/Ecoromic Bibliographic

" Information Base(copwwright 1982, American Medical
Association) lists references from over 700 journals or,
topics such as Public health, Psycholosy, medical Practice
and ethics, and education,

Dr. Mathew Cushir,, a physician associated with
Lawrence General Hospital, Lawrence MA, has developed a
computerized disease index to get listings of all
abnormalities associated with diseases he is currentlu
treating, Similarly, GTE has installed Disease
Information and Drug Information databases in the staff
lounges of several of the hospitals affiliated with UHCC

-* *.network.

" This Paper has attempted to Provide some current
". examples and trends in the advancement of automation in

the medical field. It is by rio means comprehensive or
even totallv representative of what strides are being
made, or what is currently available. What is Presented
though, does indicate that data automation within the
medical field is current, state of the arty and
consistently Progressive with data automation advances in
general. Additionallw, if what Lotfi A. Zadeh of Berkley
says about future trends of computer science is correct,
the trends seen in the medical commu ity are riSht on
track with automation trends in general. (CACM, Apr 84,
P304) Of the three trends Mr Zadeh sees, massirs of large
data bases and widespread use of artificial intelligence
are two that are becoming ever more Popular in medical
data automation.
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